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Introduction – Harlow Playhouse

• Harlow Playhouse is the sole provider of professional theatre and 

performing arts in Harlow, serving over 80,000 residents, as well as visitors 

to the town

• The Playhouse contributes significantly to the economic, cultural and social 

value of Harlow 

• Harlow Council has invested in the Playhouse building and operation, and is • Harlow Council has invested in the Playhouse building and operation, and is 

committed to its future

• The Playhouse is a discretionary service provided by the 

• Increasing pressure on budget provision for essential services means that 

the Council may have to reduce or cease some discretionary services that it 

currently provides, including the Playhouse. 

• Determining a known ongoing cost for the Playhouse is therefore a priority 

for the Council
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Current position – Harlow Playhouse

� The Playhouse achieved an income of over £1.1 million during 2014/15, of which:

� Programme output - 229 ticketed events; 55,871 paying customers; £783,924, 

representing 55% of income

� Professional programme – range, quality, Essex hub

� Other income of 45% met through catering, bars, community hires, rentals and fees� Other income of 45% met through catering, bars, community hires, rentals and fees

� Home to many local community and amateur groups for production, rehearsal and 

performance

� By 2019 the building will be 50 years old and sound in structure, however fabric and 

fixtures will have outlived their usefulness

� The Playhouse’s operating cost is £324,210 (plus central recharges of £166,348 and 

capital costs of £472,354)*

*2014/15 financial outturn
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Conclusion summary – Harlow Playhouse

• The building is generally fit for purpose and could sustain in its current state for a 
further 20 years with managed maintenance and investment

• The Playhouse provides a quality, ranging and popular programme that attracts 
audiences

• Unique spaces for community groups that are well used and contribute 
significantly to the Playhouse’s daily footfall and income

• Strong Management – artistic direction, organisational development and ancillary 
servicesservices

• Potential for artistic and service development through growth and partnership

• Established on the industry national circuit for popular touring artists and well 
placed for further investment in artistic advancement

• The Playhouse is central to the town’s cultural, 
social wellbeing, if lost, the effect would be 

• There will be a cost to be met by the Council to secure the Playhouse’s future 
operation and sustainability
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Future options

There are options available to the Council on how this cost may be 

are:

Continue to wholly own all cost and financial risk

- Status Quo – retain in house operation

- Reduced services

Share or transfer some risk through a partnership arrangementShare or transfer some risk through a partnership arrangement

- Outsource management to an external operator

Cease cost

- Close the Playhouse

- Sell the building
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Summary of options – cost implications

1. Reduced services

� Reducing service output for the professional programme would critically hinder income through ticketing and ancillary service
number of hired events would have a similar effect

� Minimal savings available

Financial risk estimate to Council: Medium to High

2. Outsource to a charitable trust

� A Trust will require a subsidy from the Council as well as a relatively high degree of involvement from Council staff and ‘ba

� Potentially high up front cost and resource implications to set up and ‘bed in’

� Trustees lend their time and expertise voluntarily to oversee and be accountable for the overall strategy, policy, management
company. The necessary skills or commitment may not be available in Harlow to formulate a workable Board, therefore a Trust may not add 
cost reduction to the current operating arrangement

Financial risk estimate to Council: Medium to High

3. Status Quo – retain in house

� Further income generation opportunities identified through programme and ancillary services

� Minimal opportunity for savings

� Strong management already in place 

� Risks known. No cost for change. Known workable model.

Financial risk estimate to Council: Low to Medium
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Summary of options – cost implications

4. Outsource to a commercial operator

� Known long-term annual cost; Financial risk transferred

� Theatre expertise (theatre is their business)

� ‘Backroom resources’ (i.e. accountancy, payroll, HR, training, insurance, licensing etc.) provided from the wider 

� Greater access to productions and shows (group buying across the Company portfolio) 

� Potential for financial investment in the building, i.e. catering and hospitality

� Minimal resource required of Council support/corporate officers. In house resource to develop theatre management and 

Financial risk estimate to Council: Low

5. Close the Playhouse5. Close the Playhouse

� Building will continue to require maintenance to ensure safety

� Depreciation costs will continue to apply

� Cost of closing is dependent on many variables

� Some income may be achieved through sale of fixtures and fittings

Financial risk estimate to Council: Low

6. Sell the building

Financial risk estimate to Council: Low

* Option 5 and Option 6 are included in this Section on the basis of cost being a primary driver in the Council’s decision making in regard to the Playhouse. Reference is 

not made elsewhere in the Report to these options other than the Risk Register and we are not suggesting either option as favourable to Harlow Council
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Estimated future cost options*

Reduced services £ 1,238,702 (includes Op, CR and CC

Status quo £    962,912 (includes Op, CR and CC)

Outsource to a charitable trust £    872,354 (Includes CR and CC

Outsource to a commercial operator £    773,354 (Includes CR and CC)

Close the Playhouse £    522,854 (includes CC)

Sell the building £    NilSell the building £    Nil

Options 1 – 4 includes on-going responsibility for the building

All options except status quo will require some one

Op = Operating subsidy; CR = Central recharges; CC = Capital costs (Depreciation/Impairment) £472,354

* Estimates prior to feasibility, consultation, market testing 

*

Less CC

(includes Op, CR and CC) £766,348

(includes Op, CR and CC) £490,558

(Includes CR and CC) £400,000

(Includes CR and CC) £301,000

(includes CC) £  50,500

Nil

going responsibility for the building

All options except status quo will require some one-off costs to implement 

Op = Operating subsidy; CR = Central recharges; CC = Capital costs (Depreciation/Impairment) £472,354



Proposed Action Plan for Harlow Council

• Cultural Strategy, Business Planning, Governance

• Building investment plan

• Set up a Working Party / Project Team to explore options

• Consultation – stakeholder, user, statutory• Consultation – stakeholder, user, statutory

• Timescales

• Support, commitment and will from all stakeholders is essential in reaching 

the right decision for the Playhouse’s future

Proposed Action Plan for Harlow Council
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Closing summary

• This presentation, drawn from our recent report, has focussed on options available for Harlow 

Playhouse on the basis of cost being a priority for the Council

• The Playhouse is a vital asset to Harlow, to its customers, users, communities, employees and local 

businesses and reflective of the Council’s ongoing corporate priorities

• The Playhouse’s importance as a successful regional theatre is evidenced in our report which • The Playhouse’s importance as a successful regional theatre is evidenced in our report which 

demonstrates the theatre’s value to Harlow and its residences

• Decisions on the future of the Playhouse should be undertaken with all factors and variables 

considered, as well as cost

• We strongly advise that all options are carefully explored to determine the best decisions are made 

to ensure the continuing operation and development of the Playhouse
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